Pets Corner

DOG LOGIC
A pooch's guide to dogs behaving badly
By Robyn Osborne

Book
Competition!
WIN a copy of
Dog Logic
Thank you to Big Sky Publishing
www.bigskypublishing.com.au
for this great book giveaway!

We still don’t understand why Honey bit us. We gave him
everything. What an ungrateful little dog. After that episode,
we decided to put him back outside with the other dogs, but
he just couldn’t get along with them. In the end, we had to
surrender him to the pound.
Mr and Mrs Thick - Honey’s humans
Keen to turn your disobedient
dog into the perfect pooch? Tired
of man’s best friend ending up in
the doghouse? Why not take an
informative and entertaining walk
on the wild side, with Dog Logic, a
unique view of the world, one that is
both canine created and related.
Whether your best friend is a blue
blood or a bitser, Dog Logic has
them licked. Should you let sleeping
dogs lie, exactly who is top dog and
can you teach old dogs new tricks?
Dog Logic helps get you on the right
scent and ensures you’re not barking
up the wrong tree. And who better to
take you on a journey deep into the
canine world, but a member of the
pack himself; Sox, the quintessential
Aussie cattle dog and four legged
philosopher.
With 19 chapters covering issues
from barking, beds and biting, to
worrisome walks and everything in
between, Sox offers his humorous
but practical advice on resolving
your doggy dilemmas. Supported
with terrific tips from Bark Busters,
each chapter provides both canine
and twolegged advice that is fun,
uplifting and relevant.

Dog Logic rrp: $19.99

Available at all good
book stores or online at
www.bigskypublishing.com.au

To enter our book
competition:

Post entry to: The Top Ender
PO Box 35874
Winnellie NT 0821
or email your details to:
thetopender@aapt.net.au
As a RSPCA puppy who overcame
a difficult start to life, Sox is proof
that a dog from the wrong side of the
pound can achieve greatness. As the
creative canine consultant to Dog
Logic, Sox is no stranger to fame
having written a regular full page
column in bark! Australia magazine.
Combining the creative genius of
Sox the Philosophical Pooch, and his
human assistant, Robyn Osborne,
Dog Logic is the must have book
for anyone searching for the ideal
canine companion.
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